
IMPORTANT DATES 

 
SMART8 Begins 
24/4/2018 
 
Level 4 Camp  
23rd—25th of May 
 
ScienceWorks Excursion 
Week 9 
 
School Council 
14th of May 
18th of June 
 
Student Led Conferences 
25th and 27th of June 
 
 
 

What an asset our devices have been during Term One!  

It has been wonderful to see our children using a variety of applications this year so far. Here is some innovation 
we have seen across Level 4; 

• See-Saw—children uploading photos of their learning to a class page and commenting their personal reflec-
tion on the quality of work. This will also be something we share with parents during our Student-Led Con-
ferences this term. 

• Office 365—allows every student to have an email account in which they can use to communicate with their 
peers as well as their teacher. This unique login also gives students the whole Microsoft Office suite, most 
used this term for publishing, including Microsoft Word. 

• Office 365 Shared Documents—ideal for group learning. Students will be writing into a shared document 
during projects to ensure each learner is contributing to the learning and can do so at the same time! 

• Timestables Quiz—an application that builds automatic recall of multiplication facts. It has been wonderful 
to see the confidence growing among learners within their multiplication facts. Automatic recall directly 
relates to the efficiency at which students can move through mathematics problem solving. 

As we continue another wonderful term of learning at Glen Waverley Primary School, 

our newsletter aims to guide home learning intentions and purposeful learning mo-

ments at home. We have learners that are interested and hungry to learn, it is fantastic 

to hear the thinking and learning they continue to do beyond school hours. 

What Went Well? (Our powerful reflective question in Level Four; What Went Well, 

aims to build critical thinking in our schema. Why not try it at home?) 

• We have built an understanding around learning intentions and success criteria 

across all learning areas.  

• As a cohort we have built our sustained reading time. The children are reading inde-

pendently with focus and tracking their metacognition with minimal prompting. A 

research-based approach to extending our reading comprehension and metacogni-

tion. 

• Students have created organised and explicit financial plans, based around the life 

skill of budgeting and managing money. 

• We have facilitated meaningful debates around current events with the focus state-

ment, ‘Does Immigration help our world?’  



 

Our learners are passionate about Literacy learning and enjoyed 

commencing the term with a focus on Information reports  in Writing. 

This will support students to present their inquiry learning in an 

organised format. Our purpose in studying Information reports was to 

encourage students to extend their vocabulary to include richer 

language in their writing pieces. We will also continue to extend our 

understanding of VOICES which  is a framework we use to discuss and 

structure our writing where each letter stands for a different key 

concept (Voice, Organisation, Ideas, Conventions, Excellent Word 

Choice and Sentence Fluency). We will then use the skills we have 

learnt throughout the term and focus on Poetry in writing. To support 

this learning at home you may like to expose your children to 

documentaries about Space, Earth, read non-fiction texts and ask your 

children to decipher between fact/opinion, create summarise of what they have read and organise their ideas 

into an Introduction, main body paragraphs and conclusion. 

 

At Glen Waverley Primary School we want to instil in our students the 

importance of active reading and therefore are focusing upon the 

development of several key reading skills this term. Firstly, our 

students will focus on refining their skills at summarising in order to 

support them to research information effectively. Inferring is a higher 

order skill connected to predicting which students need in order to 

understand the underlying themes and ideas in a text. Therefore this 

skill will be a key focus for several weeks this term. The skills of 

questioning and visualising will also be explored to promote deep 

thinking about our texts. In order to support this learning at home 

you may like to ask your child questions like ‘why do you think the 

character felt this way?’, ‘how did you know this would happen next?’ and ‘How did the character change 

throughout story?’ How did you know that was going to happen?’ and ‘what does this word make you visualise’?  



In Level Four, we have been exploring numerous approaches towards building our 

spelling knowledge. This has been valuable in developing our awareness towards 

the importance of purposeful spelling thinking as we continue to delve deeper into 

our whole school approach of spelling inquires and create connections between 

spelling generalisations. 

We continue to embed purposeful spelling into our writing. Learners have created 

individual spelling journals to detail words that they are learning to spell, as well 

as words they have successfully learnt to spell with confidence. Level Four are 

mindful that selecting words we have made misconceptions about in our writing, 

are practical when using in real-life contexts and personal writing. 

Across Level 4, our learners spend the first 10 minutes of their day revising their 

personal words through our ‘Look, Say, Cover, Write, Check’ approach to learning 

spelling and will continue to explore its benefits towards developing our spelling 

skills. 

 

 

 

Throughout Level 4 we have been discovering how our school value of ‘Respect’ can influence our level of 
thinking and set us up for success for camp. We have reflected on respect for each other, respect for 
ourselves and respect for our learning environment. 

Camp is fast approaching in week 6 of this term, our learners are being primed for this unique experi-
ence through weekly learning experiences about resilience, confidence and building independence. At 
Cave Hill Creek our children will explore activities such as bush cooking, archery, canoeing, trivia night, 
team games and ropes course. 

As a Level 4 community we are proud of the high level of respect the children have established and aim 
to continue to stretch this thinking with consistent wellbeing; ’You Can Do It,’ lessons and reflecting the 
expectations produced in our colourful creations! 



In Inquiry, our curious learners will investigate ‘Earths Place in 

Space’. They will begin their learning journey by brainstorming 

thought provoking questions driven by their interests. Their val-

uable thinking will be primed as they visit ScienceWorks and fo-

cus on exploring the planetarium. During this session, our learn-

ers will also view a 45-minute presentation called ‘TILT’ which 

discusses Earth’s TILT and how this affects our seasons! Follow-

ing this excursion, learners will begin to draw links between 

Space and concepts that tie into physical, biological and chemi-

cal Sciences. All learners will learn to question, shift their think-

ing, collaborate, debate and discuss key concepts at every op-

portunity.  

Alongside this, learners will have a clear focus on Space and digi-

tal advances that we have currently made in robotics. We can’t 

wait to collaboratively explore ‘Earths Place in Space’! 

 

In Term Two, our passionate Mathematicians have started learning 
about different units of measurement and how we can transfer this 
knowledge to our Inquiry topic. This has seen students explore the 
differences between volume and capacity, weight and mass. In Level 4, 
we think deeply about building our learners strategy toolbox in SURF 
(problem solving, understanding, reasoning and fluency) so that our 
children can create deep thinking and productive conversations. As our 
term progresses, we will be looking deeper into chance and data, and 
how it is used in everyday situations. We will also be extending our 
knowledge on time, raising the big question of “Why do we use time?” 
and then connecting time to fractions and decimals. These core mathe-
matics themes are important life skills as they set the foundation for 
elapsed time, 24-hour time and organisation.  

Throughout this term, we will continue our Maths Talks, which focus on 
building mathematical computational skills in an open and collaborative 
forum. Children discuss their metacognition and track their thinking 
with the intention on sharing them to extend whole class thinking. 

 


